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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Since music does not attempt to reproduce the exact
shape and images of the real world in the tangled way that
literature and painting do, many persons have come to think
of the art of sound as being remote and divorced from life.
As a matter of fact, from its very beginnings in savage and
primitive society, music has been an integral part of the
daily life of the individual and the group.

Whether to ex

press triumph over the enemy or thanksgiving for the harvest,
the praise of heroes or the pleasures of the hunt, religious
feelings, incantation against evil spirits tenderness for the
beloved or lament for the dead, music is called upon to con
vey and at the very same time to heighten the emotional
side of man*s experiences.
More important psychologically, it helps to create and
sustain that mood of joy and physical well-being that finds
its natural expression in rhythmic bodily movement.

Wherever

people come together for social purposes they require music
to create the proper festive atmosphere.

Naturally, the

music differs with each country and century, reflecting the
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tastes and needs of the particular social environment.

But

the basic emotional responses are more or less the same
everywhere•
We have, up to this point, occupied ourselves largely
with the beginning, and psychological effects of music.
Music exhibiting extra-musical values are the overture, suite,
symphony, concerto, opera, oratorio, and tone poem.

This

paper presents the wonderful world of the symphony orchestra:
(1) the players and their instruments as strings, woodwinds,
brasses, and percussion, (2) the conductor, who leads the
players and interprets the music, and (3) the outstanding
forms of orchestral music

overture, suite, concerto, sym

phony, opera, oratorio, and the tone poem.

CHAPTER
THE MUSICIANS AND

II
INSTRUMENTS

We are in the concert hall*

In the quiet auditorium,

ushers appear at the heads of the aisles and show the ear
liest arrivals to their places*

As more and more seats are

filled, the scene becomes more animated.

A buzz of conver

sation breaks the silence, the stage is filled with empty
chairs.

Facing them are music stands with musicians parts

on their racks.
double basses*

Against the wall to the left stand the huge
In the center the kettledrums and other

percussion instruments are grouped together.

In the fore

ground two harps stand side by side on bases that seem too
slight for such towering instruments.
>

The musicians are assembling.

One by one they enter

through the stage door at the side and go directly to their
proper places.

They are ready for the task ahead of them.

Some of them have spent a lifetime acquiring the knowledge
of their art and years of discipline learning the ways of
the orchestra.
To them an orchestra concert is never a feat of the
individual.

It is the perfected performance of beautiful

music played by a united body of artists*
The sounds of tuning fill the air.
this tumult is exciting.

For the audience

For the players it is an absolute
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necessity.

Each tunable instrument must be precisely ad

justed in pitch in order to establish tune accord with the
others.
The orchestra is composed of four families of instru
ments. Each family has a special contribution to make to
the total effect.
The first and largest family consists of the stringed
instruments, or the strings.

The sound of each instrument is

produced by moving a bow across its strings. The stringed
instruments usually occupy the foreground of the stage, with
the first and second violins to the left and right of the
conductor*s platform. Placed alongside them, but farther
back, are their bigger brothers, the cellos and the violas.
The giant double basses occupy the left background. The
harps - stringed instruments whose tone is produced by
plucking, stand in the right foreground.
The second family, the woodwinds, includes the piccolo,
the flute, the oboe, the English horn, the bassoons, the
clarinets, and their half-brother, the saxophone.

Each

produces sound by setting in motion the column of air in
side the instrument. The woodwinds are assigned places in
the center of the stage, in front of the conductor.
The third family, the brass instruments or the brasses,
also produces sound by setting in motion the column of air
inside each instrument. The members of this family are the
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French horn, trumpet, trombone, tuba and occasionally the
cornet. They are placed against the wall to the right.
The last of the four families, the percussion instru
ments, produces sounds by being struck. The family counts
among its members the kettledrums, the bass, tenor, and snare
drums, the glockenspiel, the xylophone, the chimes, the
triangle, the castanets, the tambourine, the gong, the cymbals,
and the celesta.

They are usually to be found in the rear of

the orchestra.
This is not the only seating plan, though it has been
the generally accepted one. There are conductors who perfer
to seat first and second violins together all to the left
of the conductor.

This arrangement has its advantages, for

frequently the first and second violins continue each other*s
passages, and often they play in unison.

The violas are

then placed in front of the conductor, the cellos to the
right of him, and the basses farther back. The woodwinds
are seated behind the violas and the brasses behind them.
The percussion section is found in the rear a little to the
left and the harps in the right foreground.
Sometimes conductors change the seating plan because
of the acoustics of the auditorium in which they are playing.
Broadcasting orchestras have to revolutionize seating plans
because of microphone equipment.

6
The Strings
;

;

;

'

'

The symphony orchestra of today may use a hundred or
more instruments.

Generally about two-thirds of these are

strings, which thus form the backbone of the orchestra.

The

violins and their close relatives have hardly changed since
they were perfected by the famous Italian instrument makers
the Amati, the Guarneri, and the Stradivari in the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries.The principal part or
body of the violin is its soundbox.
belly, back, and sides.
steel.

It consists of the

The strings are made of catgut or

Each of the four strings is fastened to the tail

piece ( or string holder) and stretched over a bridge.
is a thin piece of wood.

This

The ends of the strings are then

made secure by attaching them to the four pegs in the
scroll-shaped head.

At the waist of the instrument are the

two sound holes, called the F holes because of their shapes.
The bow is made of a stick of wood specially treated
so that it is both firm and flexible.

From one end to the

the other, strands of horsehair have been stretched.

These can

be tightened or loosened by means of a screw that operates
at the handle end of the bow.

"^Dorothy B. Commins, All About the Symphony Orchestra
and What It Plays (New York: Ailabout Books Random House,
1961TTP.^.
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One of the most important things a violinist does before
a performance is to make sure his instrument is in tune#

As

he passes his bow lightly over the four strings, his ear tells
him whether or not they are off pitch.

He begins to turn the

tuning pegs at the head of his violin.

He tightens one string

to raise its pitch.

He loosens another to lower its pitch.

Fluency in fingering for the left hand and proper
bowing for the right are the basic requirements in violin
technique.

Many other skills are needed for the mastery

of this difficult instrument.

Although the violin is the

smallest member of the string family, it maintains a proud
supremacy among the four members of its own group and
even in the orchestra as a whole*

This instrument most

frequently bears the responsibility of carrying the melody.
The violin has the power to express deep feeling ranging
from tenderness to dramatic intensity.
Far deeper in tone is the third member of the string
family, the violoncello or cello, as it is usually called.
It is considerably larger than its brothers, with longer and
heavier strings.

It stands firmly on its own peg and is

held between the knees of the player.
In pitch the cello is an octave below the viola.
Its fingering technique is quite different, partly be
cause the length of string in the cello is almost twice
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that of the violin, and partly because the instrument is
held differently#

The tone quality of the cello supplies

richness to the orchestra#
lovely singing tone#

Unaccompanied, it produces a

Within the family of strings, it blends

beautifully with violos and basses.
The real giant of the string family is the double bass
or contrabass.

Its fingering is not unlike that of the cello,

but the bow is shorter and heavier, and its hair is much coar
ser.

The double bass is practically never given the

opportunity to speak up for itself in a solo part.
orchestra would be lost without it.

Yet the

Its deep and powerful

tone gives the orchestra a firm foundation.
In addition to the violin and its close relatives, the
stringed instruments include the harp.

Many an orchestral

score has been enriched by the quality of the mysterious charm
created by this instrument.

We now have a harp with seven

pedals, which enables the performer to shift from key to key.
As an aid to the eye, the C strings are colored red and the
F strings blue.

Often there are two harps in the orchestra.
The Woodwinds

The second important division of the orchestra,
after the strings, is the choir of woodwind instruments,
namely s flutes, oboes, clarinets, and bassoons to which are
sometimes added the kindred instruments piccolo, English
horn, bass clarinet, and contra-bassoon.
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The flute and piccolo are easily identified at sight in
in

the orchestra as the only instruments which the player

blows across instead of directly into.

Made either of wood or

metal, they are provided with keys which when pressed by the
fingers, open holes in the tube, thus altering the pitch by
shortening the vibratory column of air.

The tone quality varies;

the lower tones are rather cloudy, while the upper ones are
bright.

There are usually two flutists in the orchestra, one

playing the piccolo parts when the need arises.
The piccolo, one of the smallest instruments in the
orchestra, is really a tiny flute.

Although the piccolo player

reads the same notes as the flutist, his instrument sounds
them an octave higher.

Its tone is shrill and penetrating

and a little of it goes a long way.
The Double-Reed Woodwinds
The oboe, in one form or another, was known in ancient
Egypt and Greece.

But not until the time of Mozart and Haydn,

in the eighteenth century, did it begin to take on the improve
ments that have made it the Instrument of today.

It is a little

over two feet long, ending in a gently flaring bell shape.
Its tone quality is sensitive, reedy, and particularly effective
in folk-like melodies.
When the musicians in the orchestra tune up, they depend
on the oboe to sound the note "A" as their guide for pitch.
Tradition gives this right to the oboe because it was one of

Daniel G. Mason, The Orchestra Instruments and What Thev
Do (New York: The H. W. Gray Company, 1937), pp. 40-41•
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the first wind instruments in the orchestra, and because the
pitch of its "A" rarely varies.
The name of the English Horn is misleading.
English and it is not a horn.

It is not

It, in early form, was bent

in a half-circle, and the French called it a cor angle (bent
horn).

It is easy to see how cor angle could be mistaken to

mean cor anglais (English Horn).

Because the English horn

is six inches longer than the oboe, its double reed is fitted
into a small metal tube.

This is attached to the upper end and

is bent back to meet the player's mouth.

The expressive tone

of the English horn is well suited to solo passages.

It com

bines admirably with violos and cellos.
If the Bassoon were stretched out to its full length,
it would measure over nine feet.-^

To make it easier to handle,

it was doubled back on itself, thus reducing it to a little
over four feet.

A curved metal tube, called a "crook" to which

the double reed is fastened, brings the reed to the player's
mouth.

Because of the bassoon's length, its tonal ra^ge is

over three octaves.

Its capacity is tremendous.

Not only can

it play solo passages with deep rich tones, and blend beauti
fully with strings, woodwinds and brasses, it also can be ex
tremely funny, especially in quick and staccato phrases.

Dorothy B. Commins, All About the Symphony Orchestra and
What It Flays (New York: Allabout Books Random House, 1961)

pTTS.
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It is this kind of playing that has caused the bassoon to be
dubbed "the clown of the orchestra."
The Double Bassoon or Contra Bassoon is twice as long as
the bassoon and is folded over itself four times.

Its double

reed is inserted into a crook longer than the bassoon*s.

It

too has a supporting strap with such a length of tubing that
its tones are very deep.

It is generally used to reinforce

other deep-toned instruments, but occasionally it is called
upon for solo playing.
The Single-Reed Woodwinds
Although the clarinet group is relatively new to the
symphony orchestra, it has grown in numbers and there is no
mistaking its identity.

A distinguishing feature binds the

group together - the mouthpiece.

The underside of the mouth

piece is carved out and a single reed is fastened to it with
a band called a ligature, which is tightened with screws.

When

the player takes the mouthpiece between the lips, the pressure
of his lips and his breath sets the reed vibrating.

In turn

the vibration sets in motion the air column within the instru
ment.
The four clarinets most often used in t he orchestra are the
clarinet in A; the B-flat clarinet, the bass clarinet in
flat; and the small E-flat clarinet.

B-

Any one who learns to

play the A clarinet can play the B-flat clarinet with no dif
ficulty, since the fingering is exactly the same.

That is
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why a musician playing one can so easily switch to the other
in the middle of a work, as frequently happens during an or
chestral performance#
One of the very special qualities of the clarinet is its
great range of dynamics. This means its ability to go from
very loud (fortissimo) to very soft { pianissimo) and back
again with the smoothest of ease*
The bass clarinet is quite a long instrument.

The metal

end of the instrument is in the shape of an up-turned bell.
This seemingly unwieldy instrument can be as agile as the other
members of its family. The warm, rich tones of its lower
register are more often employed than those of the upper.
Like the others inthe clarinet group, the bass clarinet can
graduate its volume of sound from a whisper to the fullest
tone and back again with astonishing smoothness.
Although

the saxophone is made of brass, it also qualifies

as a member of the reeds because of its single-reed mouthpiece.
The saxophone comes in various sizes. Its simple technique
makes the saxophone easy to play.

In tone quality it

ranges from the mellow notes of a flute to the metallic
ring of a cornet.

Because of this versatility many composers

have incorporated the saxophone into their scores.

But its

most familiar association today is with jazz and swing. In
these we often hear the alto saxophone sing out.
it the "melody saxophone.n

Players call
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The Brasses

For a long time the only brass instruments in the or
chestra were the horns and trumpets*

When first admitted into

the orchestra, they would play only the note natural to them
that was within their limited capacity*
When first received into the orchestra, the trumpet
was expected to play something that still retained the
flavor of a fanfare*

But with the introduction of the value

system the trumpet could, like the horn, play any note
in a scale*

It became shorter through its various foldings.

It now measures about two feet*

It is cylindrical in shape,

with a moderate sized bell and a shallow cup-shaped mouth
piece*

It has a brilliant and impressive tone.

The comet closely resembles the trumpet, even to its
cup-shaped mouthpiece.

But it is shorter and this fact partly

accounts for its strident tone*

Many composers and critics

have considered the cornet unworthy of a place in the or
chestra, calling it "trivial, thick or vulgar*.
•S

had its defenders too.

But it has

It has made occasional appearances in

the orchestra, as in Bizet*s Carmen> Berlioz's
Faust. and more recently in Stravinsky*s
and Prokofief's Lieutenant Kile.

Damnation of

Story

&

Most modern Or

chestras use the trumpets to play the cornet parts.
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The undisputed leader of the brass family is the French
horn. Its rich tone is far from t he sound it produced when
it was first admitted into the orchestra.

At that time the

chase, especially in France when many members of the nobility
had elaborate codes of horn signals for the hunt. H was also
used to summon people to assembly or call the watch at night.
Hardly an instrument for indoor performance.

Once in the

orchestra, it began to evolve. Its tube was elongated, its bell
widened, and it acquired crooks and shanks and then valves, until
it became the fine instrument it is today. It is now the only
brass with a funnel-shaped mouthpiece. If the French horn were
uncoiled it would measure about twelve feet to its flaring bell.
Anyone who has seen a parade knows what a trombone looks
like. The tube of the trombone is long and slender. It folds
gently over very much like a paper clip.
into a moderate-si^e bell.

One end flared gently

The other is filled with a cap-

shaped mouthpiece. The instrument is so constructed that one
part of it can slide out of the other. The sliding controls
the pitch and controls it so completely that the instrument
can play a full scale. Three trombones are used in the or
chestra today- to tenors and one bass. They are at their
best when they are combined in harmony.
The final member of the brass section is th tuba.
This enormous, deep-throated brass instrument with its large
cup-shaped mouthpiece has gone through many changes. The tuba
most frequently used in our present-day orchestra is the tuba
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in B-flat.

If it were uncoiled, it would be about twenty-

seven feet long.

The rich and powerful tones of the brasses

can be controlled and subdued by the player.

Otherwise in

soft and quiet musical passages they would simply drown out
the rest of the orchestra. Like the strings, the brasses have
mutes, which muffle and change the character of the sound.
The modern mutes for the brasses are cone-shaped objects of
metal or fiber, which are pushed into the bell.
of the B-flat tube is about two feet tall.

The mute

Another way to

mute the brasses is to insert one hand into the bell.

By so

doing the player not only subdues the tone but also changes
the pitch of his instrument.

He can at the same time produce

startling and dramatic effects by merely blowing his instrument
L
differently.
The Percussion Instrument with Definite Pitch
The percussion family is one in krhich instruments are
struck. They all serve the important purpose of adding volume,
rhythm, color, and emphasis (or punch) to an orchestra per
formance. Some of the instruments are the kettledrums, bells,
glockenspiel, xylophone, and celesta, all of which have definite
pitch. The others are of indefinite pitch,

^Paul Bekker, The Storv of the Orchestra. (New York!
W. W. Norton and Company, 193^7 p, 17,
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The huge copper kettledrums of our modern orchestra are some
times called by their Italian name, timpani.

Their tops are

covered with sheets of treated calfskin held taut by nietal
hoops.

The tension of the skin is controlled by a set of

tuning screws around the rim.

Since the kettledrums are

percussion instruments with definite musical pitch, the job
of keeping them in tune is an exacting one.

Kettledrums are

of utmost value in supplying accent, power, and dramatic
effects.

One of the dramatic effects is the drum roll.

The origin of bells is obscurej their history a long
one.

But they have always had a mystical and religious

significance.

They have also served a practical purpose

throughout the ages being tolled on eventful occasions,
both solemn and joyous.

For an orchestra piece, a composer

will occasionally want the solemn quality of church bells.

Since

church bells could hardly be brought into the concert hall, a
substitute had to be found.
bells or even bell-shaped.

Orchestra bells are not really
They are actually a row of hollow

metal tubes (fifteen or more) suspended from a metal frame.
These tubes, or chimes, are so arranged in length that they
can produce a scale.

When they are struck with a hammer, the

effect is like the pealing of church bells.
The Glockenspiel is another member of this group.
Though called the bell lyre it actually does not look like
bells.

It is an outgrowth of the row of pearshaped bells sus

pended from a horizontal bar in medieval monasteries.
The modern glockenspiel no longer has a keyboard nor does it
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have a set of little chiming bells.

Instead, it consists

of bars of metal of different lengths, so arranged that
they present the looks of a keyboard.
ble stand.

It rests on a porta

Its range is at least three octaves.

The bars

are struck with small-headed beaters.
Wandering musicians brought the xylophone from Asia to
Europe.

It its travels it had a variety of names.

Our own

name is a compound of the Greek Xylos (wood) and phonos
(sounds).

The xylophone looks very much like the modern glock

enspiel except that its bars are made of wood instead of steel.
The manner of playing it is the same.

It too has a range of

three octaves.
The celesta is a small instrument gonewhat
right piano.

like an up

It grew out of the Dutch musical furniture piece

that contained the melody-making bells.

The instrument is

called the celesta because of its "heavenly" or celestial sound.
When a player touches the keyboard, the little hammers strike
the metal bars and produce the tones.

The exquisitely delicate

tone of the celesta is due largely to the small wooden boxes,
called resonators which lie under the individual steel bars.
These help to amplify the 30und.

There is also a pedal,

called a damper pedal, which serves to sustain the tone.
Percussion Instruments with Indefinite Pitch
The second branch of the percussion family, the bass, tenor
and snare drums, cymbals, gong, tambourine, castanets, and tri
angle are all of indefinite pitch.

is

In diameter the Bass Drum is the largest of its family.
But in depth it is quite narrow. It is held so that both
parchments face sideways. The stick is a wooden one with a
large padded head. It is capable of sounds that are thunder
ous and those that are as soft as a ghostly whisper.
The Tenor Drum is another ancient drum long associated
with the military band. In size the tenor drum comes between
the bass and snare drums, and is played with the snaredrum sticks.

Though its sound is rather somber, it blends

as well with strings as with other percussion instruments.
Before the Snare Drum entered the orchestra, it was called the
"side drum" because it was attached to the side of the march
ing drummer.

It has two parchment-covered ends, one called

the batter head, the other (lower) the snare head.

Across

the snare head, strings of catgut or very thinly coiled wire
are tautly stretched. These are the snares.

When the batter

head is struck, the vibrations set sound waves in motion that
are communicated to the snares. This produces the particular
rattling effect we associate with the snare drum*
The dancers of ancient Rome often marked a rhythmic beat
by means of pairs of hardwood, shell-shaped clappers known to
us as Castanets.

For the orchestra, Castanet playing has been

made easy by mounting a pair at the end of a stick, to be
shaken as required, This method works quite well, but experts
feel that it somehow lacks the full charm and excitement of
hand-struck castanets.
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The cymbals used in the orchestra are two large, shallow
brass plates, equal in size. They are so made that when struck
together only the edges come in contact with each other.

There

are several ways of sounding the cymbals, namely clashing them
together, striking them with a brushing movement, striking one of
them with a snare-drum stick or timpani stick, shuffling the
plates against each other, or suspending one cymbal on a bracket
and striking it with two snare-drum sticks or with a single
timpani stick.
The Gong is a feature of everyday life in the Orient.

To

the people of that part of the world it has a deep significance.
Its sound can be both majestic and mysterious.

Some of the

largest temple gongs are set in vibration merely by a touch
of the priest*s moistened thumb.

Some are so hugh that they

require the force of a battering ram to set them into full
vibration.

For orchestra use, the gong is hung from a frame,

and is usually struck gently with a padded bass-drum stick.
If struck with force, the sound can be shattering.
The Tri&nge

is a slender steel rod bent into the shape

of a triangle, open at the upper end.

It is struck with a

little metal stick or beater and produces a charming tinkle.
•f
Simple rhythmic patterns come off best in a to-and-frobeating between the two sides of the triangle. The use of the
metal stick is very effective, as is the use of a wooden stick
when the score calls for pianissimo playing.
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The Woodblock, usually made of redwood, is of Chinese
origin.

It seems to have been brought into present-day use

by dance band players who call it a "clog box" or "tap box".
It comes in a number of sizes, the largest measuring about
ten inches in length,

A slit running the full length of the

block acts as a resonator, admitting air, so that when the
block is struck by a snare drum stick it produces a hard,
hollow sound.
Tample Blocks are another set of wooden sound makers
borrowed from the dance band by orchestra composers.
consist of a set of five skull-shaped blocks.

They

Like the

woodblocks, these have slots cut into them which act as an
amplifier.

A snare-drum stick is used for playing them.
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CHAPTER III

THE FUNCTION OF THE CONDUCTOR
As we wait in the concert hall, the instruments are
finally tuned*

Silence reigns on the stage.

After a last

rustle of movement, the audience too is quiet.
in the audience grow dim.

The lights

The conductor appears on the stage.

All eyes are upon him as he walks toward the small platform
in the center.

He bows in response to an outburst of applause,

and then turns to face his musicians.
position.
eagerly.

The players are alert.

Every instrument is in

The audience is waiting

In the dim light, a last glance at the program pre

pares the concert goer for the opening piece.

The conductor

raises a small stick in his right hand and the concert begins.
In a first-rate orchestra, every member is a firstrate musician.

He is master of his instrument.

He knows his

part down to the la3t detail before the concert starts.

Yet

these men and women are individuals, with all the differences
that exist among the members of any group.

The moment the

conductor raises his hand, all of the hundred or more music
ians before him undergo a change.

They are transformed from

individual artists into a musical unit.

Then as a united

body the orchestra becomes the supreme instrument through
which the conductor presents the music.

It is his task to

perform the composer's work in the funest beauty.

He must

see that the musicians before him play with pinpoint precision,
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and that all the warmth and color of the composition are
brought to life in sound and rhythm.

For this achievement

the conductor requires more than an understanding of the struc
ture and character of the music.
ership,

He requires the gift of lead

The conductor must exert the force of attraction,

drawing his musicians with him in and out of the musical net
work of sound,
A broad schooling in music is the groundwork of the
conductor*s training.

He must know what every instrument

in the orchestra can do.

A very important asset of the good

conductor is his trained ear.

He can distinguish every tone

product of every musician, even while he hears the total blend
of sound produced by them all.

Let one play a single note off

pitch, and the conductor is aware of it.

Let one man begin a

fraction of a second too 30on or too late and the conductor
knows it.

Yet never for an instant does he forget the larger

pattern of the composer's work as a whole.

The actual tech

nic of conducting begins with the study and practice in the
use of the conductors hands.

They will speak for him and

communicate to his members his conception of the music to be
played.

Certain gestures for each hand have become established

as signals with a definite meaning.
The right hand marks the beats by movements up and down
and iideways.

The rate of speed of these beats or tempo is

indicated by the composer in whe score, usually with Italian
words.

Some of the words commonly used are:
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Largo .••••••.••. very slowly and broadly
Lento

• • rather slowly

Adagio

••••.slowly

Andante
Moderato

walking pace
••••••• not too fast, not too slow

Allegretto

rather lively

Allegro

quickly

Presto

••••••••• very fast

The conductor#s right hind has still other task3.

tt

may, for instancet gesture when strong accents are needed.

The

left hand will beckon to specific instruments as a signal that
they are due to come in.
The left hand conveys the conductor's ideas and wishes
with regard to interpretation.
ewnressive gestures.

Every conductor has his own

These become so familiar to his music

ians that the merest flick of wrist or finger carries his
meaning to them.

Actually his whole body, from eyebrow to

toe, serves to express and emphasis;© his intentions as to
how the work is to be performed.
One element in interpretation is rhythm.

Rhythm is

measured motion, with regularly recurring beats.^

When the

^ ^ 5Jenjamin Grosbayne, Technique of Modern Orchestra
Con|ucting. (Cambridgei Harvard tmiversity Press, 1955)
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rhythm is disturbed or interrupted, so that the accents fall
in unexpected places, we have syncopation.

In our popular

or dance music it is known as "off-beat" rhythm.
Another factor in interpretation is dynamics. This is
concerned with the volume of sound, in all possible graduations
from very soft (pianissimo) to very loud (fortissimo). The
conductor can achieve sound effects ranging from a whisper to
a thunderlike roar.
A third factor is rubato, that is, an occasional change
from fixed tempos.

It is accomplished by hurrying a little

in one spot and delaying a little in another.
Then there is a third element of phrasing.

Like the

phrases in a sentence, musical phrases must remain distinct,
yet at the 3ame time flow along in a continuous current.

This

is one of the conductor^ most challenging and rewarding ta^ks.
These and other elements which a composer can rarely put
down on paper must be sensed by the conductor.

It is inter

esting to hear the same musical work directed by different
conductors. The notes, the tempo, the rhythm, the dynamics,
the rubato, and the phrasing are all there as indicated in
the score. But no two conductors ever perform a work in
the same way or with the same effect, or even when conducting
the same orchestra. It is here that the conductor's person
ality and musicianship come tc the force, and it is here that
we feel his authority and complete understanding of the com
poser's work.
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The Swan of Tuonela {Tone Poem)
Monday, December 14, 1962
At S:30 P. M.

mine View A. & M. College
ftsune View, Texas
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Beethoven
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CHAPTER

IV

FORMS OF SYMPHONIC LITERATURE
The Overture
As its name indicates, it is a work intended to serve
as an opening to a larger composition, usually an opera.
The earliest operas had no overture as such, but were gen
erally prefaced by a prologue, often sung. The instrumen
tal prelude became popular in Italy in the late Sixteenth
and early Seventeenth centuries, and was known as a Sinfonia { in England, symphony), and sometimes as a Toccata.
In France, Lully laid foundations of the classical
symphony by also dividing the overtures into three parts,
the first a slow introduction, the second a lively allegro,
usually fugued, and the third a dance form, generally, a
minuet•
In the early nineteenth century an interest arose in the
concert overture which, although usually written with a
dramatic subject in mind, bore no relation to any opera.

An

example of this kind of overture is Tchaikovsky*s Romeo and
Juliet.n

It is in sonata form, but resembles the symphonic

poem more than the operatic overture.
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The Suite
The suite is a collection of dance tunes which had originated
in the Sixteenth Century, or before, among the folk or in the
courts of France, Italy, Germany, and Spain. The movements,
all in one key, were contrasted in mood, rhythm, tempo, and
metre.
Dance Forms of the Suite
Allemande - A quiet introductory dance from Fifteenth Century
Germany, probably one of the oldest.
Courante -

There are two types, the French and the Italian.
The French was originally a pantomimic wooing
dance. In the Italian version, the movement ran
along in even eights or sixteenths in 3/4 or 3/8
meter. The French courante is not as lively as
the Italian and the rhythm is more complex.

Sarabande - It was supposed to have been moorish. It is re
fined and tempered into the slow, stately dance
in 3/2 or 3/4 meter which found its way into the
Suite.
Gigue

-

The gigue of the suite is rapid and lively in
mood, usually in triple or compound triple time.
3/8, 6/8, 9/8, 3/4, 6/4, or 12/8.

Minuet -

At

is a moderate movement in 3/4 meter and is
different from the other dances of the suite,
as it is always ternary. The minuet prooer
is an a-b-a form, that is, it has a first
theme, a contrasting second theme and repeti
tion of the first,

Gavotte -

ft is gay in character and moderately fast, in
4/4 metre, and begins on the second half of the
measure. It is frequently in ternary form.

Bourse

It is of the gavotte type in 4/4 or alia breve
time, only faster and livelier, and begins on
an up-beat.

2g

Loure

- It is a moderately fast, pastoral or rustic in
character, dance, and in 6/4 time. It is less
lively but not unlike the gigue.

Passepied - A chordal dance of northern Brittany, perhaps a
sailor dance. It is a fast minuet in 3/& time.
Polonaise - A graceful 3/4 movement with the accents on the
second of the three beats.
Hornpipe

- An old English dance in 3/4 time as a rule, with
the accent on the third beat.
The Symphony

The Symphony is a sonata for orchestra.
symphony comes from the Greek

The word

word sym, meaning "together" and

phones, meaning "sound". Originally the name of symphony
or sinfonia was applied to all sorts of compositions, for
voices, instruments, or for the two blended together. Today
it means a work written for the orchestra, usually in four move
ments.
Most people who go to orchestra concerts must at one time
or another have wondered how a symphony is put together.
makes it different from other orchestral works?

What

The answer is

its form, especially the form of the first movement. This form
is particularly clean in what we call the classical symphony.
First Movement
The first movement is in the sonata form.

The sonata

form, usually with two distinct melodies or themes, may be
compared to a play with two leading characters. The principal
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theme may resemble the hero, positive and forceful, the second
ary or subordinate theme may resemble the heroine, lyrical and
gracious.
1.

Exposition or presentation

2.

Development

3.

Review, or recapitulation, leading to
the conclusion.

The exposition raay be preceded by a few introductory
chords or perhaps a longer introduction which foreshadows the
mood of the entire symphony.

Or the exposition may open

directly with the entry of the principal theme, clearly and
strongly outlined.

Then connecting passages lead to the

secondary theme.
In the second stage, the development, the two themes weave
back and forth in an ever - changing pattern.

The composer

may also introduce additional thematic material.

It is in the

development that the composer shows his greatest technical
skill and mastery.
In the third stage, the recapitulation, the two leading
themes are restated.

After having led them through the climax

of the drama, the composer begins the play to a significant
conclusion.

The movement may be brought to a close with a coda, fitting]
named from the Italian word for tail.
was quite short*

At first this tailpiece

But later, especially with Beethoven, the

coda took on greater importance.
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Second Movement
The second movement of a symphony is normally in contrast
to the first movement.

If that is powerful and dramatic, the

movement to follow is usually quiet in mood.

If the composer

decides to employ the sonata form again, he adapts his mater
ial to the mood of a slow movement.
Third Movement
The third movement of a symphony is usually the lightest
and gayest in mood.

It may reflect the delicate grace and

charm of the minuet.
Fourth Movement
In the final movement of the symphony, the composer
again has his choice of several forms.
rondo form or the sonata form.

He may select the

Or perhaps he will shape his

last movement as a theme and variations.

For this purpose he

must find or invent a melody flexible enough to undergo many
changes or variations, and here the composer is put to a real
test of his imagination and skill.
Diagram of the Symphony
(Movements)

First Movement:
Sonata - Allegro form
Tempo - Allegro
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Intricate structure.

Seriousness of mood "absolute" style.

Presents principal themes of the work.
"Intellectual" handling of material.
Thematic development and architectonic treatment pre
dominant features.
Second movements
Simple binary or ternary song form.
Theme and variations or sonatina form sometimes used.
Tempo: Andante, adagio, largo, cantabile, and so forth.
Emotional, lyrical, personal, melodic.
ter predominates.

Songlike charac

Intimacy of mood.
Emotional content predominant.
Sonatina form sometimes used.

Simplicity of structure,

Third movement
Minuet and trio form (minuet repeated after trio, da capo,
A—B—A).
Tempo, lively, graceful, vigorous, very fast.
Simple structure. Both minuet and scherzo in triple
meter usually.
Novel dance forms sometimes used.
Fourth movement:
Rondo form most popular in the classical sonata.
Theme and variations; sonatina form sometimes used.
Sonata-allegro form favored by romantic composers.
Tempo: Allegro molto, allegro con brio, allegro,
and so forth.
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Triumphal in mood.

Imposing coda or finale.

Sometimes

contains references to themes heard in previous move
ments -cyclical form; an effective device for unifying
the work.

6

Climactic drive and cumulative aspects predominant.
The Tone Poem

We now come to the most highly developed type of program
music, the symphonic poem or tone poem, in which the form is
completely free and determined to a great extent by the liter
ary or pictorial program.

Just as the symphony represents the

highest level of organization in absolute music, the symphonic
poem or tone poem is the most ambitious type of composition
in program music.

The symphony was perfected by the masters

of late eighteenth-century classicism. Similarly, nineteenth
century romanticism, with its strong admixture of literary and
pictorial influences, turned to the symphonic poem.
A symphonic poem does through music what a poem does
through words: it tells a story, paints a scene, describes
or projects mood, or presents a general poetic idea in musical
symbols.

The time was when the symohonic poem implied that

Edwin John Stringham, Listening to Music Creatively.
(New fork! Prentice-Hall., 1%6) pp. 279-235.
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the composition projected a story, and that the tone poem
concerned itself principally with the scene or mood; but
now the two terms have become practically interchangeable.
The symphonic poem has no fixed form, this being shaped in
each case by the necessities of a particular program, with
the transformation in the musical themes paralleling and
reflecting changes in the poetic or literary idea.

CHAPTER V
THE SYMPHONY ACCOMPANYING UNITS
The Concerto
Nowdays a symphony concert may be heard by millions of
people via radio or television.

The great majority of the

people like to hear a famous musician playing a solo with the
orchestra.
Fortunately there are many fine soloists to choose from,
and fortunately there are many magnificent compositions that
have been written for this purpose.

These are known as

concertos.
A concert artist has at least a half-dozen concerts at
his fingertips.

When he is invited to perform with a particular

orchestra, the concerto he will play is usually of his own
choosing.

But he must submit the name of this composition far

in advance, for programs are planned months ahead of the con
cert season.
The Concerto Grosso
By the beginning of the seventeenth century, composers
began to realize the importance of instruments and were eager
to explore their capacities to the fullest.

Both composers

and performers were inspired by the beautiful violins being
made by Amati, Stradivari and Guarneri.

Performers were growing

in number, and compositions for instruments were mounting.
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For the performance of a work that required a larger body
of players, composers were dependent upon the support and en
couragement of the church or the nobility.

Nearly always a

high churchman or nobleman had a corps of musicians attached
to his court.
ability.

Among them were players of greater and lesser

The better ones were treated with honor and respect.

The others were no more than menials who helped in the kitchen
and in the garden.
Naturally the solo parts and other difficult parts were
assigned to the better players.

Since they were usually few

in number, they were called the concertino (little concerto).
The remaining players went under the name of grosso (large).
When these two groups made music together, the composition was
entitled concerto grosso. 7
The Oratorio
We think of the oratorio as a dramatic poem, generally
of a sacred or spiritual character, which is sung throughout
by soloist3 and chorus to the accompaniment of an orchestra.
It is distinguished from the mass and church cantata in that
it is intended for concert or festival performance rather than
as part of a regular religious service, and from the opera in
that at any rate in modern times, it is presented without scenery,
7

Dorothy B. Comiains, All About the Symphony Orchestra
jjyntd What It, Plays, (New York: Allah out Books Randon House,
1561TTT 35.
'
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costumes, and action.

Its style and character make it ideally

suited for performance by church choirs and choral societies.
Today the oratorio is considered as a type altogether
distinct from the opera, although from what we said in the
preceding section about the origins of the music drama, it
should be apparent that the two were derived from common sources.
From the twelfth to the sixteenth centuries a period that saw
the brilliant flourishing, all over Europe, of the miracle and
mystery plays, there developed in Italy, France, Germany, and
England a species of musical drama based on incidents in the
Old and New Testaments and the lives of the saints.

These

were intended to reinforce, on a popular basis and with strong
emotional appeal, the teaching of the church, and were generally
performed under the supervision of the clergy, with scenery,
acting, costumes, and all kinds of vivid dramatic effects.
The Opera
Opera and oratorio developed side by side, borrowing from
each other, and often crossing over into each other's territory.
Thus, in our own time Saint-Saen's Biblical opera Samson et
Delilah has been performed in concert, without the trappings
of the opera house, as an oratorio.

Similarly, Mendelssohn's

oratorio Elijah received a memorable performance in America
with scenery, costumes, and acting.

The genres have, however,

steadily gone farther and farther apart in character, style,
and outlook.

With opera we associate swift dramatic action,
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tense emotional climaxes, ardent romanticism, sensuous melody,
and brilliant effect.

With the oratorio we connect vast kinds

of harmonies, sublime choruses, lyricism of an introspective
nature, and spiritual exaltation.

Where opera remained a dy

namic form, oratirio became increasingly static and contemplative.
Of the various types of musical plays that flourish in
our culture, the opera comic, or operetta, is one of the most
engaging. The comic opera is a play in which songs and dances
are interspersed with spoken dialogue, and which contains highly
diverting situations th t combine fantasy, romance, warm human
sentiment, and racy, topical humor.

This popular kind of opera

is discrned from grand opera {which is sung throughout), a work
of lofty nature, generally tragic in mood, and may be far re
moved, as far as plot and character go, from the environment
in which it is presented.

The relation between comic opera or

operetta and grand opera may be compared to the popular song
and the art song.

Where the grand opera is formal in

character, the comic opera is delightfully informal.

Where

grand opera demands a lavish expenditure for soloists, chorus,
ballet and orchestra scenery and costumes, comic opera is fairly
accessible to the common man.

Where grand opera is aristocratic

and cosmopolitan, subsidized in its early stages by kings and
nobles, comic opera is plebeian and close to the soil, a worthy
descendant of the song-and -dance plays presented at village
fairs and in the market place by the itinerant musicians, jug
glers, tumblers, and actors of the middle ages.

Where grand
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opera, as often as not, deals with mythical or historical
personages, comic opera bases itself on the personal ex
periences and interests of the audience, presenting them with
rich satire and drollery.

SUMMARY

The musicians and instruments play an important part
in the symphony orchestra.

Some of the musicians have

spent a lifetime acquiring knowledge of their art and
years of discipline learning the ways of the orchestra.
The symphony orchestra is composed of four families
of instruments, (1) the first and largest family consists
of the stringed instruments or strings, (2) the second
family, the woodwinds, (3) the third family, the brass in
struments or brasses, and (4) the last of the four families,
the percussion instruments.
The conductor is the captain of the team.

The con

ductor must see that the musicians before him (1) play
with pinpoint precision, (2) that the warmth and color of
the composition are brought to life in sound and rhythm,
and (3) see that the musicians perform the composer^
works in their fullest beauty.

The conductor plays an im

portant role in the symphony orchestra.

(1) He must know

what every instrument in the orchestra can doj (2) a good
conductor has a trained earj (3) a good conductor has per
fect pitch, and (4) through his conducting, he must com
municate to his man his conception of the music to be played.

Forms of symphonic literature played by symphony or
chestras are: (1) Overture, (2) Suite, (3) Symphony, and

(4) Tone Poem or Symphonic Poem.

The symphony accompanying

forms played by the symphony orchestra are: (1) The Con
certo, (2) The Oratorio, and (3) The Opera.
The vocational value of the orchestra is very great.
More and more is music used, and more musicians are needed
to supply the demand.

It is true that very few musicians do

anything worth while in instrumental music, unless they begin
early.

Many start later and do something, but fine musicians

start early and work late.

It is coming to be an accepted

fact that vocational work begins early.
Another function of the orchestra is the amusement
and recreational side.

Some years ago an account appeared

in the papers of an orchestra of a hundred physicians who
met once a week and played for pleasure.

This is an extreme

case, but still another use for rausic.
There are many kinds of orchestras, and many are the
uses they fill.

Symphony, dance, jazz, and theatre orchestras.

All of these should be in the mind of the conductor, and the
members should be trained to enter all of them as well as
ensembles organized for pleasure only.

The value of an or

chestra is very difficult to compute.

It is an organization

ready at any moment to help any program.

It is also a great

factor in raising the morale of music appreciation.

It is

important that the repertoire of the orchestra should
provide the training for its members in all walks of
orchestral life.
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